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Sorah lunslrum/lhe Unlvel1lty Newt
The Solvation Army collected 12,700 pounds of food during
theIr food drive at Saturday's football game.
It's AIDS Awareness Week
The AIDS awareness commit- presentation on the Names Project,
by Holly M. Anderson tee, according to Meyer, is com- will focus on four Idaho families
The University News posed of people who are "concerned who have suffered a loss and ex-
. . . about getting the right information plains why they participated in the
In Idaho, 45 people have been out" He said.the students represent project.
diagonosed with AIDS since the all walks oflife on campus. "It really is a good video," Meyer
state's first case was reported in . "One is a nursing major and two said.
November 1985. According to had worked on AIDS education For a complete listing of AIDS,
health officials, 25 of those have programs for a communication lab Awareness events, tum to the cal-
died. . project. Dr. Russell Centanni, endar on pages 8 and 9 of this issue.
As of July 1, 194 Idahoans had professor of biology, and Dr ..l?an _ More information can.:J,lso be ob-
tested positive for the virus that Morris of the communications de- tained by calling the Student Ac-
causes AIDS, and health care offi- tivities office. at 385-1223.
cials believe there are many more ~ Meyer added the AIDS com-
people in Idaho carrying the virus At mitteefocus for this year is on early
who have not been tested. ~~- testing for the HIV -virus so people~~",-:!","--'!!!!!'·E:tII!'SIn light of this growing problem, ..-- ... ." ;jI . know whether or not they are safe.
theStudentActivitiesofflceisspon- "The committee has come to the
soring AIDS Awareness Week Oct conclusion that people are aware of
9 - 13. partment, are also on the commit- AIDS and understand the term safe
''This year's committee wanted tee." sexbuttheystilldon'tbelieveitwill
to expand on the idea of AIDS Scheduled events for AIDS happen to them," Meyer said.
education,". Student Activities Awareness Week include a lecture The committee hopes to edu-
Advisor and coordinator of the by Centanni entitled AIDS Is cate students with posters and dis-
AIDS education committee Rob Change on Oct 11 at 3:30 p.m. in plays and by distributing wallet
. Meyer said,i'and broaden ourfo- the S tudentUnion Boisean Lounge. cards which list. phone numbers
cus. We are- really stressing. the Several videos will be shown dur- students can call to get more infor-
importance of early testing." This is ing the week including a video on mation about AIDS and AIDS test-
the third year there has been an the Names Project Quilt, a quilting.
AIDS education program on cam- which contains the names of AIDS "More health care education is
pus. victims in Idaho. The Names Pro]- needed on campus,"· according to
Acommittee, composed of seven ect Quilt will also be displayed Meyer, "With measles and other
students, two faculty members and through the end of October on the epidemics spreading around Idaho,
Meyer, has been meeting since Student Union second floor. . students need to be informed."
August to plan for the week's events. Remember My Name, a video
BSU debate team scores prestigious win over Air Force
Most said. "The Air Force requires program against them.
all their cadets to takeforensics, and "We're not a very old squad.
only the creme de la creme are al- 'Wedohavcsomeexperienc~, but it
lowed on the traveling team. Plus,' is still a young bunch."
The Boise State debate team there isthefactthattheyareahighly Sermon, a secondary education
knows a little about arguing with selective institution to begin with." student, said the team win 'shows
Goliath and winning. . . ' Most said BSU's finish was thatBSU should surpass all previ-
The intermediate. debate team one of the best ever, and demon- ous triumphs, given a little bit of
of Mack Sermon and freshman strates the up-and-coming nature of luck. .
Shawna Dunn whipped the prestig- . the program. "At least the potential is there
ious Air Force cadet duo at the Salt "Boise State has had impres- for the best year ever," Sermon said.
Lake City forensics meet Sept. 22- sive victories in the past, but we are "We don 'teven know when the last
24, and led ~Su.to 15th place, one' competing against some of'thebest time BSU took first place in a tour-
ofitshighestteam finishes this year. teams in the Ncrthwest.TMostsald, nament. Obviously, you can under-
. "The Air Force is one of the top . "Lewis and Clark College .and stand the problem, .we are a state
·10 debate teams in the U.S.; usu- Western Washington were two of· university, and the best students.
ally," BSU debate coach and com- . the top three in the nation last year,usuallygotothebestprivateschools.
munication professor Marty and that has helped us build our Wejustluckedoutanddrewabunch
by Larry Purviance
The University News
of students this year that can't af- they really get into it," Moore said.
ford to.go to prestigious schools." ''They lire out for blood sometimes."
Sermon said taking a win with Heather Klukkert broke into
a freshman partner "was vindicat- the finals in two events, but said the
ing five years of struggle. . Sermon/Dunn victory was the
"I've been here a long time and highpoint of the weekend. .
I imagine there were people who "That was our pride and joy,"
were wondering if I was capable of Klukkert said. "Nobody, but no-
winning, .especially with a fresh- body, beats the Airforce."
man partner.". . Klukkert was in the top-ten in
Other team members. contrib- both poetry interpretation and dra-
uted high finishes. Michelle Moore matic interpretation. "It's hard to
took third in informative andfourth place in the top 10, since the Air
in extemporaneous speaking against Force sends 30 people and we only
a field of more than 60 competitors have six," she said. . ..
in each... Other top-10 finishers for BSU
"There's a lot of the Air Force were Dan Perata and CJ. Martin.
cadets that are required to do it, so
/
.. by Angela CUrtis·The University News .
.llIegal parking-
is an 'expensive
risk for many
on game nights
QroundBronco
Stadium
General admission to home
.fOQtball games may seen expensive
at $11, but compOurid that with the
round of expenses that will be,in-
curred for parking illegally during
games and your night out could end
upeosting yOUa(l additional 70
bucks. .'
Boise Police Deparpnent Im-
pound Officer Kriss Flaten said
citations for illegal parking vary,
but most fmes ruil about $10. Add
to that fine the $37.50 most towing
companies charge ttl tow a vehicle,
and your choice of a $5-per-day
storage fee or, on weekends, $20
"gate fee" for claiming automobile, pickup on a residential street near street now use the parking lots of.
after business hours, and cab fate . the stadium, and when he returned neighborhood businesses.' He said
startsto look mighty cheap. from the game; his pickupwas gone. he receives one or two calls each
The police department will not He said the vehicle was not game night
place a warDing 'on a c3r; mey just blocking a driveway or flTehydrant Of those he has (owed, Naylor
.calla tOwing cOmpany, Flaten said. '.and he·said there were no warning said the most hostile are "football
. ''There'susuallyawamingsign . signs posted. However, he said his players who like to throw their
posted on the street, " Flaten said. trUck was parked "crooked," fonn- weight around." .
"If you don't heed the warning, too ing an "S" shap;e with another ve- Ada Repair andTowing owner
bact." hicle. ' Cheryl Copesaidhercompany rents
If a car'is missing, Flaten sind : Buffi.'s advice to f~l1ow fans out a tow trUck toparkattheBroad~
to call the city Police to fmd out searching fora quick place to park: wayAlbertson'sduringhomegames
which towing complUlY has the ,"Don't look for the easy wayout-:. and that the mere presence of the
vehiCle. The police dep-3rt1Jtenthl:!S th~easy way is not always the best tl'Uckseems to keep fans from park~
11 towingcompaniesonitsrotation-way." . ,- ing iri that lot, Cope Said.
list. .. . .. .. Glen Naylor of Glen Naylor's Private citizens and businesses
BSU·fresbman- Nathan. Bum VistaTexacosaidnewconstruction may also call towing companies .
said he paid $69.95 in parkil1~ cita- on Broadway avenue has'contrib- .directly if a vehicle is blocking a
tioris and towing costs for a Sept 16 uted to parking problems.: Naylor 'driveway or parking lot, aecord-
violation. Buffi said he parkedhis said fans who used to park on'the ing to Flaten.
,..
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status, and Jensen strongly denied
the .rumor that they are any less
rigorous than other classes. '
"All the classes must be ap-
proved by the department chair-
man," Jensen said. "They have to
approve the content and the fact that
it is an academic course.' It really is
incumbent on the department chair-
man to make sure of their quality.
We feel that the quality is there,
even though STC's arc there be-
cause of the need of students or
faculty. It's a way for a teacher to
apply his newrescarch immediately.
It's a pretty even thing, it's a prcuy
good system." ,
One prime example of STC's
filling a very real need is the one-
credit AIDS workshop offered three
times during the fall. It is team-
taught by microbiologist Dr. Russ
Centanni and Social Work profes-
sor Doug Yunker.
Centanni said he believes the
class is absolutely vital, given
BSU's large population of
No easy A's in BSUspecialtopics classes
sexually-active young adults.
"We have to get individuals to
look at their personal behaviors,"
Centanni said. "This is not a dis-
ease that is contracted because of
who you are, but what you do.
Students are a target group for this
disease: The STC designation and
its team-taught structure allows us
to look at it from all the parameters
from microbiology to social psy-
chology.",
"It allows us to talk about the
things that people don't like talking
about," Centanni said.
Yunker said STC's arc an
opportunity for faculty to apply their
own interests and research.
"I've spent a lot of time study-
ing how to deal with AIDS educa-
tion in Idaho," said Yunker. "If it
weren't for STC's, there would be
no way for me to meet my needs as
a faculty member to go into some-
thing that isn't necessarily a core-
type class."
Yunker said STC's also allow
cause there are courses of interest
that come up quickly, and it's im-
portant to teach them, and you can't
get them approved soon enough."
Special topics classes. Some subjects might not be
To many students, even the very around long enough'to be studied
name evokes images of "Going to under a normal class structure, arid
Class and, Getting an Easy' grade STC allows instructors to teach hot
EA-497," or "Underwater Nude topics they .may be currently re-
Basketweaving - An Interdiscipli- searching.
nary Look. " "We have a class on AIDS, but
Taint so, according to BSU you'll notice we don't have a class
Continuing Education Director Dr. on tuberculosis or pneumonia," said
Bill Jensen. Jensen. "So STCs is a mechanism
Special topics courses (STC), to act quickly to a current need.
usuallycatalogueunderthe dcnota- And many of them are developed
tive numbers "297" or "497" de- into regular courses."
pending on the class level, arc a way BSU's psychology department
to offer breaking or timely subjects has introduced several STC's into
without first going through a lengthy normal curriculum, and the educa-
and rigorous curriculum approval tion department incorporated the
process, according to Jensen. technique of classroom manage-
"The curriculum process is ment course into all its education
, fairly staridard, and it takes a fair classes.
amount of time for a course to be STC's can be renewed up to
introduced," said Jensen. "So the three times before they have to be
STC designation was formed be- considered for normal curriculum
by Larry Purviance
The University News
"Iwastit rubbing
it in-Ijust Wanted
Eddie to know
the score of-
last nights game."
Go'ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all theway to Chicago
with A1&TLong Distance Service,
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight. '
So give him a call. ItCosts a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs,'
Reach out and touch someone'"
Ifyoutllike to know more about
A1&Tproducts and services, like
International Calling and the A18if
,Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300.
ATlaT
The right choice.
The University New~
professors to hire outside experts
from the community to contribute
their various expertise and knowl-
edge.
"It's like opening your play in
Connecticut, working out the bugs,
,then bringing it back to Broadway."
Yunker said the pass/fail grad-
ing system in the AIDS class is no
indication of its importance, "I think
of it as a class in how not to die,"
said Yunker. "Only the person will
know if they passed or failed. This
format allows us to tell people to
stay tuned for the next issue."
Another interesting STC of-
fered this semester is a Broadcast
Interviewing class taught by KBSU
station manager Jim Paluzzi.
"Wc're seeing if it can be de-
veloped into a permanent class,"
said Paluzzi. "It's a good analysis
of how things work in the busi-
ness."
Parlezvous
Francoise?
by Dave Thomason
The University News
Picture this. It's winter and the
Boise inversion starts to roll in. A
freezing death fog envelopes your
friends as they, struggle to get to
English 101. Meanwhile, in the
south of France, you sip exotic
coffee as you make your way, to
your next class: Love, Marriage and
the Family inFrance, 1400-PresenL
Fantasy? Misguidedcscapism?
Au contraire! There arc several,
programs at BSU that offer oppor- '
tunities to travel, live and study in
foreign countries whilcearning BSU
credits.
The Studies Abroad Program
is offering trips to England, Gcr-
many, France, Italy and Spain.
There arc fall, winter and spring
terms, each lasting lfl-and-a-half
weeks. Full BSU semester credits
are given .Ior coursesm history,
politics, culture and language.
It is not required that partici-
pants speak the country's language
because all courses are taught in
English according to program di-
rector Linda Urquidi. Urquidi said
it is preferable to have some experi-
ence in the nati ve language and that
the intensive nature of the language
courses allows language students
to gain two years' worth of credits
for every one year taken abroad.
The costs of the Student Abroad
Programs range from $3,504 to
$3,720. Most scholarships and
grants can beapplied and a payment
plan is offered. Visa and Master-
Card are accepted.
, The fee includes tuition and
fees, lodging and two meals a day,
textbooks and insurance. It does
, not include airfare.
"'to.qualify for the program
you should have a 2.5 GPA, but we
are not real finn on that," Urquidi
said.
, The program is open' to teach-
ers, graduates and upperclassmen.
, "It's a great opportunity to
travel and learn about othercuUures
and people," Urquidi said.
For more information, contact
,the Division of Continuing Educa-
tion InteinatiOnai Programs/Stud-
ies Abroad Office on the second
flO()rofthelibrary,orca1l385-1818
or 385-3652.
The University News
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Boisean makes recycling convenient
Recycling is a pain in the neck,
right? All those cans and bottles
and newspapers piling up around
the house-it's just easier to throw
them in the trash and have BFI haul
them away than to take the time to
run out to Garden City and dump
them off with 'l1 recycler. Yeah,
yeah, the environment and all that
stuff, but who has time to make it to
class and to work and deal with
everything else involved in modern
life-and mess around with recy-
cling too? '
ApparenLly, recycling is an
above-average hassle for most
Boiseans. The Aug. 6 issue of The
Idaho Statesman reported that Boise
households throwaway an average
of six pounds of garbage per day,
far surpassing the national average
of 3.6 pounds. While other states,
such as Oregon and Washington,
have enacted mandatory recycling
laws in an effort to help alleviate the
enormous amount of trash stuffing
landfills to the brim, Idaho has no
coordinated programs forrecycling.
.Well, here's some good news.
Boiscan Tim Breiding has come up
with a recycling plan that offers the
incentive of convenience to envi-
ronmentally-conscious Boise citi-
zens-what might .be called that
"first small step." ,
Breiding'scontribution tosolv-
ing our ever-mounting garbage
problem is the placement of recy-
cling bins at convenient locations
around town. Currently, he has bins
for aluminum cans and for clear,
green and brown glass bottles at all
three Record Exchange stores and
at the Boise Consumer Co-Op. He
hopes towork out arrangements with
other Boise grocery stores, bars and
restaurants, placing recycling bins
at as many locations as possible.
"I want to make it convenient,
so it's not going to be a hassle to'bc
environmentally conscious," Brcid- $5 OFF ANY PERM
ing said. "But mostly, I want to Ma'sterCuts'
bring up awareness of the amount
th . Boise Towne Square' fam,14haorcuttnsof garbage we arc rowing away .Bm:llil'lll:-==:lliI'lIl:iIII'iIlIl!==iIIllIlIIIlIIlIIIIl:.lIIIl:_llIZIIll:lllilllllllllllllllllllllllillllEll:.lllll:llli'lZIIl_~iII'iIIl'lIIlIIIIIllIm;1
that can be dealt. with in a safe
manner."
Brciding said the round, heavy-
cardboard containers he uses are in
and of themselves examples of re-
cycled material. Rated to hold 1000
pounds, the barrels originally held Boise Towne Square 332-5022
ingredients used to make ice cream. H:m:Bl=aEIi:i:liIi:i:liB==m&E:==lli:lil==EEEl:lii:==~
IlII III 1& • III III III a. a II1IIII II - II .. III
by Bobbie Cunningham
The University News
A journey of lO.OOOmiles be-
gins with one small step-From the
ancient Chinese
for Albertsons stores around town.
He said he empties the bins as
often as necessary, using a truck to
haul their contents to recycling
centers.
"The idea has been with me
forever," he said. "I started out
'dumpster diving;' that's where the
idea came about. But now I'm
thinking 'this is how I can do it
beucr.?' .
He said he wants to enact local-
ized recycling efforts as well, and
plans to start in his own neighbor-
hood. He will be encouraging his
neighbors to participate in recycling -
by choosing to either use recycling
pins he will place at the end of his
driveway, or will make it even cas-:
ier for them by making regular vis-
its to their homes to gather recy-
clable materials.
"My goal is to recycle neigh-
borhood stuff and raise some money
for projectsthat would benefit us,
like' some streetlights or maybe vide added revenue to area recy-
having our streets plowed in the cling centers. "All this ultimately
winter," he said. translates into added dollars in state
Breiding said he hopes his tax coffers," he said.
recycling venture also will provide Anyone interested in having
a small shot in the arm for the Boise recycling bins placed ncar their
economy by creating jobs and in- business orhome cancontact Breid-
comes that did not exist before. If ing at 345-5993.
his venture is successful, he will ' It's a small step for one man,
need truck drivers and abookkeeper, but could be a giant step for recy-
Additionally, his business will pro- ding garbage of all kinds.
e·a••••••••••••••••
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Tim Breiding
takes the hossle
out of being
envlrorrnentollv
,responsible
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All You Can Eat
$3.9.5 includes salad & garlic bread
1326 Broadway 342-5688 .
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SALE ITEMS DO NOT APPLY FOR DISCOUNT I
COUPON GOOD ONLY AT BROADWAY STO~E II
1227 BROADWAY AVE, 342·2264 :'l1li•••••••••••••••••••••
Sqhuck's Auto Supply .
-15% OFF ANY· PURCHASE
WITH THIS COUPON AND STUDENT ID.
LIMIT ONE PER PERSON.
$1 OFf ANY HAIRCUTAdult cuts. reg. $8
Kids cuts. reg. $6
Boise Towne Square MasterCutsfamily haircuttErs
Ma5terC:uts
family haircutters
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Domino's Pizza:
II
I
1.1
I
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I
,.--JII!QI......,~~I
345-5551
2162 Broadway I
345-5995 .
1013 Vista •
L.....,....:..::..;~~~ ..• ••••••••••••••
ROOMMATE S P Eel A L
Two small 6~;ax
two topping pizzas
ExpiIM: 10123189
C> 1989 OP!. Ourdrive'"
C1!i1I'f '""" tnM 20.00.
limited deliveryarea.
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Wake up and look around
Sexual AssaultAwareness Week
One out of every four college women will be sexually
assaulted on their college and university campuses this year.
Seven out of 10 college men consider date rape accept-
able.
These statistics are appalling and frightening and evi-
dence of an unspoken crisis on the nation's campuses. Issues
of sexual assault are still trapped in a Pandora's .Box by
administrators and community leaders who don't want to air
dirty laundry. The fact is that sexual assault consists of more
than rape. Students and administrators need to learn about the
reality of verbal as well as physical assault.
Raise your consciousness during Sexual Assault Aware-
ness Week. Workshops, panels and films are being offered in
many relevant areas from self-defense to victim/witness pro-
grams.
One credit is available for attending at least 15 hours of
workshops. For more information contact Jane Foraker-
Thompson in the Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal
Justice Administration Department at 385-3406.
... and AIDS Awareness Week
One hundred ninety-four people have tested HIV positive
in Idaho.
Forty-five people have contracted AIDS.
Twenty-five of those have died.
AIDS .is not an issue confined to cities with reputed gay
populations. For that matter, it is not a "gay disease." The
many ways that the disease is spread, and themany more ways
it is not, mustbe taught to as many people as possible.
The university has established AIDS education as a prior-
ity. Part of that effort is establishing Oct. 9-13 as AIDS
Awareness Week. The program will include video presenta-
tions at lunchtime in the Union Street Cafe dealing with AIDS
related issues. On Wednesday, Dr. Russell Centanni will
deliver an SPB sponsored lecture in the Boisean Lounge at
3:30 p.m. called "AIDS is Change."
Students should make an-effort to take part in the week's
activities and try to learn a few more things about AIDS on
campus.
The University News
In the Year of the Student we
reflect on what could be done at our
university to enhance the quality of
education. Our main goal is to gain
knowledge inour respective fields
and apply itto life. .
Recently.the followingphrascs At the basis of all human rights
were heard in classrooms this year . is the dignity of the human person
such as, "the facts of evolution;" created in the image and likeness of
"this play was based upon the my- God (GNI: 27). _ '
thology of the Bible;" and numer- A· recognition of the human
ous accounts accusing Christianity dignity is also a part of our civil
of stifling free will and intellectual tradition in the United States and is
growth. How can these expositors expressed in the declaration of our
of knowledge propose such ideas as nation's independence.
truth when there is no factual evi- "All men are created equal in
dence to support them? Simon their human dignity and endowed
Greenleaf, once the' foremost trial by their creator with certain inalien-
lawyer, became a Christian after able rights to life, liberty and the
-considering the evidence support- pursuit of happiness." .
ing the Bible and the resurrection of This also applies to the handi-
Jesus Christ. capped,theelderly,theretardedand
Perhapswecan'tcomeupwith the prebom babieslll
the funds to complete all of the
projects conceived during the Year Mary Rita Crowe
of the Student Wecan do one thing, Rochester, New York
however, that doesn 'tcost anything
Letters Policy
Letters to The University News are accepted and
encouraged. We, reserve the right to edit for
grammar and libelous content. Letters must be,
typed, double-spaced and must include your sig-
nature and telephone number for verification.
Maximum length for letters is 250 words. Letters
.submitted without phone numbers and signatures
will not be printed. All letters submitted become
the property of The University News.
"Grunt" remark
not appreciated
bicycles are a very important part of
our daily lives; alternative transpor-
tation; helping reduce auto traffic
and smog, not to mention the aspect
of a healthier person.
But these few who speed
through our crowded campus do
need to slow down. They arc giving
the rest of the bicyclists a bad name.
Something docs need to be done
before someone docs gel hurl Let
those speeders know!
If you see one, tell them to slow
down.
llnininn- - .'- - - ._'.- _.- - - ----------.--. -----F ---- '"iSI;LAR;H:-PRE~ISI
Fees are an Issue MR.BUSHS ~lnONoN
for all Idaho' schools THE DEFICIT:
Students at the University ofIdaho are considering a suit
against their university for excessive fees. $270 of their $549
fee is for "institutional maintenance," a menagerie of assorted
costs of campus up-keep. This year, thatfee has gone up $25
. and the Associated Students are moving to block it.· Last
spring, a group called SCAM (Students Concerned About
Money) formed to protest the increase. Recently ASUI Presi-
dent Tina Kagi hired an attorney to advise and represent the
students on this issue.
And what about the Broncos?
Youpaid $245 this year into BSU's institutional main-
tenance account. That should not surprise many of you who
have been here for only a year or two, but many students have
seen fees more than double.
In 1969, an education cost $139 at BSU ..Over a decade
later; in 1980, fees had only risen to $239. But then something
remarkable happened. Thepassage of a 1percent tax initiative
f~~h~~~~~I·d~h~hh~robde~~I~_~~~;.-~-~·;-~-·;~;~;· ~ --------~rom ot er state accounts, me u ing ig ere ucanon, to II
cover the deficiencies. All might have been well if not for a
substantial recession in 1981-82.
The State Board of Education worked out a deal with the
universities to make the students pay for more of their educa-
tion. Our institutional maintenance fee, $104 in 1980, was
raised to $254 by 1983. Students who started in 1980 (and
there are still a few of you kicking around) had their fees
doubled by 1984. In the last 11years, BSU fees have more than
tripled.
The issue at the University of Idaho should be an issue
here. The state, especially in a year of great surplus, should
assume its share of the cost of education. Students at BSUshould start their own version of SCAM. 11I. d
Editor:
RE: Don't tread on me, cont.
Asa relative newcomertoBSU,
I've been very impressed with the
beauty of the campus and the well
maintained buildings. I've been
equally impressed with theprofes-
sionalism, dedication and concerns
for the university exhibited by the
staff of the physical plant.
With that in mind, I take seri-
ous exception to Rick Overton's
reference to "the campus mainte-
nance grunts." As they "race
around" it's probably in response to
a work order for a student, staff or
faculty member Who needs some-
thing "done immediately."
Come on Rick, we're all in this
together.
Thomas Conn
Year of the "
Student time
for revival
Editor:
Robert S. Fritsch
Executive Direetor
. Boise State University.
Foundation, Inc.
Speeders
give 'bikes
a-bad name
Editor:
Not 20 minutes after reading
the article dealing with bicycles on
campus, Lwas (within inches) run
down from behind by a speeding
bicyclist wearing a walkman with
headphones on. He then raced on
across the grass, then off through
thecentcrofcampusdodgingpeople.
left and right'
- I am a bicyclist and I do believe
more and that is: teach the truth.
Let's examine the facts and
teach them as they are, not as we
would like them to be. There arc
some professors who refuse to taint
evidence regardless of personal
convictions. For example, Dr. Her-
bert Papenfuss who teaches both
creation and evolution as theories
for the origin of life. To those fac-
ulty members whodo teach the truth
with integrity we commend you for
making thec\assroom at Boise State
a university experience. And, to the
faculty who continue to teach ~i-
ased, irrational. opinion, don't be
surprised if someday you find your
class has become the Phil Donahue
Show. ' .
Delmar Stone, President
Chi Alpha
Dignity and
equality
Editor:
I
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The post-massacre
power game in China
The University News
by Peter M, Lichtenstein
Spec/alto The University News
racy demonstrators. This action
resulted in thedcaths of hundreds of
intellectuals, workers, soldiers and
Beijing residents.
The crackdown can be viewed
as a traditional Chinese response to
a crisis in which the legitimacy of a
ruler's power is challenged. The
Communist Party is a ruling class,
and Deng Xiaoping has been the de
facto ruler. Like all of China's
previous imperial dynasties, the
rulers act with littJe if any formal
restraint, and there are no opportu-
nities for the masses to influence
what goes on. Loyalty to the dy-
nasty or Party is the principal method
of preserving power, and if the-
enforcement of loyalty fails then
force will be used. Tiananmen
Square was not the first example in
.. China of such an outcome.
. Another tiaditional feature of
. Chinese politics is that there exist
no rules for replacing old rulers~
This, plus t1Jecustomary Chinese
venemtion of t1Je elderly, means
that you ruleuntiIyou eit1Jerdie or
get thrown out. Dcng is 85 years
old; and his imminent deat1J has
triggered an internal Party struggle
over his suecession.·
Several groups have been vying
to succeed Dcng. The flfSt includes
t1Je left conservatives wQo follow
Chen Yun's philosophy of central:
ized planning and who generally
oppose both eConomic and political
reform. The second includes t1Je
center conservatives who follow
Dcng and who favor eeonomic re~
form but not political reform. The
third consists of liberals such as
former Party Seeretary Hu Yaobang
(whose deat1J last April ignited the
pro-democracy movement) and
Zhao Ziyang, the just-purged Party
secretary. Hu and Zhao stood for
bot1Jpoliticalandeconomicreform.
There is alsoa small fourth group of
II •••like all of China's pre-
vious imperial dynasties, the
rulers act with little if any
formal restraint, ana there
are no opportunitiesjorthe
masses to influence what
goes Oil. II'
result of his reactionary postu~e
during tlle pro-democracy move-
ment (he is. the one who' declared
martial law in Beijing). These are
some of the names to watch, but in
Chinese polItics, anything is boUlid
to happen. . .
Today ,letters from friends and
relatives in China indicate t1Jatlife
is back to "normal." Butbeneath
t1Jesurface there is frustration and
depression among the. urban popu-
lation, and it is just a matter of time
before Chinese history repeats it-
self and anot1Jer student-led pro-
democracy movement occurs.
Dr. Lichienstein is a BSU econom-
ics professor who recently returned
from a teaching sti~t in China. He
waS there the day of the massacre.
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. CORRECTIONS
forcing her to have sex. Having sex
with someone who has passed out
and therefore can't say no also is
rape. There are many forms of
sexual coercion that don't involve
holding a gun to someone's head.
Holding a promotion or job evalu-
ation over someone's head in ex-
change for sexual favors is sexual
harassment, which is simply an-
other form of sexual coercion.
It is difficult for many people
to understand the psychological,
emotional and physical trauma that
result from rape. We live in a cul-
ture that trains its marines by chant-
ing "kill, rape, pillage, bum" along
with posters of naked women. We
\
./ .:
'YI~W~bINI,6spr()miSedlasfweek, wUlnotreturn here with a discussion
ofM()rtil'lLLJthE3rl<ingiJr.'s birthdayasahqliday.Try as Imight, Icouldnot
•••••fill<:l9Iit~rqf~~qrti9LJI9testudenttoargue that ~ipg'sbirthday should not •.
>P~ql"l()fficiqlholiday.VIEVlPOINTwill(andlrneanitthistime!)return next' .
····.·weekonJh~topicofde\lelopment·at INEt. .
•••••9ci.~••a0bl()~.i~S••fo••Wil.lia~••·.Edelen•••(and.·.to·ou.r···readers).••who suffered our
rnissp~Uing?)qst\Neek. We inadvertently spelled hi~name Edelin.
Stay tuned!
The Opinion Editor
'ERE, NoW...
CAP-I-TAL
GAINS?
~
ultra-leftists who follow the old
Maoist line, but most are no longer
on the scene. And, finally, there is
Socialist countries around the the military, itself a fractured or-
world are going through the most ganization with mixed loyalties.
remarkable transformation ever to Whoever comes out ahead can do
have taken place since the end of so only with their support. In any
World War II; They are in the case, the decision to seek a military
process of choosing among two solution in Tiananmen Square was
alternatives: to forge ahead into the the outcome of a complex struggle .
uncertain world ofliberalization and between these contending groups.
perestroika or to remain locked in Today, the left conservatives
an economically stagnant and re- have come out on top. . Arrests,
pressive system of centralized con- purges, self confessions, rind politi-
tro!. cal indoctrination are again thefash- L::::===========================================::JChina has opted for the second ion. The Party is portraying the
alternative, but only after having protestors as hooligans and counter-
already selected the first alternative revolutionaries and reinterpreting
IOyears ago. The choice to retreat the Tiananmen massacre as a great
from liberalization' was made in victory. In orderto reverse Dcng's
Bejing when the army cleared Tian- . experimentation with market forces,
anmen Square of thepro-democ- anew left-conservative, three-year
plan calls for the reallocation of
resources from successful private
enterprises to large-and medium-
sized state-owned enterprises in an
.attempt to shore up the state sector
and strengthen central control. The
official Party line now is: oppose
privatization in economics, plural-
ism in politics, individualism in
ethics and liberalism in ideology.
. Astopost-DengChina? Deng's
succession plans have been ruined:
Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang, both
Deng's proteges, are now OUlof the
picture. TIle current Party chief is
ex-Shanghai Party boss Jiang
Zemin. Although he is Deng's
current selection for his successor,
Jiang does not have much support
within Party circles and he is likely
to lose his power after Dcng is gone.
. Deng's likely successor isYang
Shangkun, vice chairman (behind
Deng) of the Military Commission.
At 82 and in excellent health, he
holds the power over the military.
Anothercontender is Li Peng, who,
together with Yang Shangkun, Li
Ximing (Beijing Party boss),and
Chen Xitong (Mayor of Beijing)
are called the new Gang" of Four.
But Li has too much bad press as a
·Whatconstitutes sexual assault?
live in a culture that uses women's
bodies to sell everything from tooth-
paste to computers. Rape becomes
the natural by-product of a cuIlure
th3t1>bjectifles women by the size
of their breasts or the shape of their
legs. This dehumanization makes it
easy to justify using women as an
outlet for frustration and anger.
Hopefully, Sexual Assault
Awareness Week, Oct. 9-13, will
disrupt our cultural pattern of dehu-
manization so we can see the person
behind-the victim. Rape has been'
associated .with the same type of
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder that
plagues Vietnam vets. This matrix
of hate, fear, rage, alienation and
depression disables rope victimsjust
as it disables Veterans. Eventually,
a society comprised ofdysfunctional
citizens weakens and dies.
This week, while we're being
alerted to dark spots on campus and
rape prevention techniques, let's
examine our personal and cultural
belief systems that may inadver-
tently perpetuate and promote sex-
ualassault, Let'salsoexaminesome
of the hidden payoffs that keep rape
viable. Let's imagine the cultural
achievements we could attain if 100
percent of the population were free
of the debilitating effects of intimi-
dation and depression. Let's gel
aware.
1\, ITHINK'~~1-----SHE~
......L~~" It J GOT
IT!!
by Peggy Guiles
The University News
Opinion: If women would
lcam self defense, rape wouldn't be
a problem.
Rebuttal: If men would lcam
self control, rape wouldn't be a
problem either.
Since neither of these scenar-
ios seem likely to happen in the near
future, we need <todevelop an in-
creased awareness and sensitivity
to the problems of sexual assault,
First, let's look at some of the myths
associated with sexual assault.
I. All women secretly
want to be raped. Wrong.
Fear, pain and violation are
not sexually stimulating for
women.
2. Rape only happens
in dark alleys by strangers.
Wrong. Women are statisti-
cally more likely to be as-
saulted by someone they
know.
3. Noreallymeansyes.
Wrong. As the sign says;
Which part of the word NO
don't you understand.
. Part of the problem is a lack of
awareness about what constitutes
sexual assault. -Spending a lot of
money on a date does not justify
As part of the BSU Counseling
and Testing Cenler'scontinuedserv-
ices to students, a series of free
workshops and support groups de-
signed to help Boise State students
deal with such problems as stress
and planning careers will be avail-
able at the university's Counseling
and Testing Center, located on the
sixth floor of the Education Build-
ing.
Beginning OCl. 9,. the center
will offer small group workshops to
help students explore areas impor-
tant to planning careers, selecting
majors and developing short-' and
long-term career goals.
The workshops will be arranged
in a format of two-hour sessions
that meet once a week for a period
of four weeks at the center. TIle
schedule is-as follows:
~systimSMrf'~
'-=--'
BSU's #1 HAIR SALON
• Cuts starting at $8.00
• Perms starting at $29.95
EVERYDA Y 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Always a licensed cosmetologist to help you
Boise Towne Square 377.1950
What role does religious lib-
erty play, in public education in
America? A formerBYU president,
a national school board director and
educational scholars will address
this question at a free symposium
Oct. 13-14 in the BSU Student
Union Ballroom.
The BSU CollegeofEducation
will hold the third annual US West'
Symposium on Teaching in con-
junction with The Williamsburg
Charter Foundation, a nationwide
organization dedicated to the reaf-
firmation of the First Amendment
religious liberty clauses. Keynote
speakers will be Thomas A. Shan-
non, executive director of the Na-
tional School Boards Association..
and Dallin Oaks, former president
of Brigham Young University.
Shannon, an attorney ,has held.
educational and administrative posts
in California and nationally since
1962, and is the executive publisher
of "The American School Board
Journal" and "The Executive Edu-
cator" magazines.
Oaks, an apostle of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
and former Utah Supreme Court
justice, will speak on "The Wi 1-
liamsburg Charter: Its Importance
to the Nation."
A screening of the film "First
----_ _.,-- ":,.-.-- ~- ' ..~---.--.~_---:--.-.-
Liberty," a documentary aboutreli-
gion in public schools, also will be
shown.
On Friday a panel discussion on
the philosophy of public education
will feature local experts including
Jerry Evans, Idaho superintendent
of Public Instruction.
On Saturday, Charles Haynes
of the National Council on Religion
in Public Education will present
"Religion in the Public School
Curriculum: What to Teach and
How." Haynes has a doctorate in
theological studies and is the author
of Freedom in America, a widely
used social studies text. '
, For more information, call the
BSU College of Education at 385-
1134.
Free booklet
frolTlSpeakers
Bureau offered
The 1989-90 Speakers Bureau
booklet listing BSU faculty and staff
members who are willing to speak
to organizations on a, variety of
topics is now available at the BSU
Office of University Relations. .
TIlebookletincludes the names
of over 170BSU personnel who can
speak to civic organizations,
schools, churches and clubs.
Their topics include stress
management, prison reform,
women's issues, fitness condition-
ing, health care, career planning and
r
The University News
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Counseling and USWest will
Tes~ingCenter Mondays, Oct. 9 through o« present teach-
30, 3-5 p.m.; Tuesdays, Oct. 31
to offer free through Nov. 21,2:30-4:30 p.m.; ing symposium
and Wednesdays, Oct. 18 throughworkshops Nov. 8, 1-3 p.m. Oct. 13-14 .
Beginning Oct. 26 the center
will offer small group workshops to
help students successfully manage'
stress.
Participants will explore the
relationship between stress and
personal performance and the role
of nutrition, exercise, time manage-
ment, attitude and relaxation in ef-
fective stress management.
The workshops will also be
arranged in a format of two-hour
sessions that meet once a week for
four weeks at the center. The work-
shops will be held Thursdays from
9:40-11:30 a.m., Oct, 26 through
Nov. 16.
To sign up for any of the work-
shops or group sessions, contact the
BSU Counseling and Testing Cen-
ter at 385-1601. BSU faculty and
staff members also are invited to
attend the workshops ..
many others.
To obtain a free copy of the
booklet, telephone -385-1577 or
write to Speakers Bureau, BSU
University Relations Office,19IO
University Drive, Boise ID 83725.
Nursing work-
shop set for
Oct. 16
Registered nurses in supervi-
sory positions are invited to attend a
leadership workshop Oct. 16. TIle
workshop ...'Leadership: Confront-
ing the Conflict Here and Now,"
will be held in The Anderson Cen-
ter at St. Luke's Regional Medical
Center. ,
Sponsored by BSU's Continu-
ingNursing Education program, the
seminar is designedto show nurs-
ing supervisors and leaders how to
train nurses to be more assertive
and how to confront conflict,
Administrators Jody Gibson
and Barbara Ross of St.Luke's will
conduct the workshop.
Fees are $5 for statt members
of any funding agency, and $15 for
all others. A late registration fee of
$10 will be charged to all applica-
tions not received before Oct. 9.
For more information, contact
the office of Continuing Nursing
Education at 385-1195.
WHILE
A~ron.~®
StadiU~ We are HERE
, . University Drive /
.American Plasma ~ ..
1021 Broadway ~ ~
o
,I
American Plasma will·pay for your )ite-giving plasma. $18~00per week"
$8.00 for your first donaflonand $10.00 for your second donation in the
same calendar week.' .
New d.onors bri~g in this ad, your student 10and another form of valid ID,and you will receive an additional $10.00 following
your first d~natlon fo~~ total of $18.00. Donors who haven't donated within 30 days bring in this ad with your current student
10and receive an additional $5.00for a total of $13.00 your next donation.' .
This coupon cannot be combined with any other bonus or coupon.
1
ASH
We are open Tues., Wed., Fri. & ~at ·9 am to 5.pm
AMERICAN PLASMA SYSTEMS
1021'Broadway,across trom Cob.by's
. . . , 338-0613'" ,- .
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pros-pect (pros 'pekt') n. 1. Something expected or forseen;
possibility. 2. prospects Chances for success. --v. Toexplore or
search about.
.John Elliott celebrates 25 years in theatre
Tennessee Williams--one man's show
by Cliff Hall ~~
The University News :~/~~'_
-~~--
A provocative new play written and
performed by BSU alumnus John,
Elliott will hold its world premiere
presentation on campus this week at the
Morrison Center Stage IIOct 1 - 14.
Based on the life of one of AmeriCa's
greatest geniuses the play is entitled
Tennessee Williams: A Bird in Flight.
and is set on the 1983 evening of the
playwright's death.
Written, directed and produced by
John Elliott, a 1976 theatre arts graduate
and downtown Boise businessman, the -
play is the culmination of almost a full
year of work-dedication that hopefully
- will payoff with recognition and
perhaps a future touring of the show.
Tennessee Williams: A Bird in
Flight may be a gift to Elliott as well as
to the audience. "This is my 25th
anniversary in the theatre," he said.
"I've acted various, different charac- :
ters in well over 120 plays and directed
a dozen, 15 maybe. This is the first
of three plays that I've written IDat
has been produced."
A few years ago, Mr. Elliott toured
with a one-man show based on the life
of Teddy Roosevelt. 'He hadn't written
it and realized, unfortunately, there was
no way the play could be presented as -
often as he would have liked to, travel
around, and pay the royalties to the
playwright. "It's not that I wanted to
make a whole lot of money-I wanted
to eatl"
This led to his decision that the next
time-if ever-he toured a show, he
would be the playwrightv-paying
himself the royalties. "Of course, I
looked at the script available: a one-
man play based on the life of Tennessee
Williams-e-there's just the one that I
know of-I read it and 1did some
research and Ireally wasn't very
satisfied with it because it was the kind
of Tennessee Williams character that
you would have seen on Dick Cavett or
The Tonight Show.
"I wanted to show more of the
I. fl'IeC.rdlnalollhe~Un.byTomCllncylllel~~.S~051
The te,.;;uo of an AmfflClln 1leC'~ IIgfnl
2. Yukon HoI. by [I,'Wan_rlOt! iAtx\f'~ Il.li:UHI, $t\ 951
T""a'I,,'CM~IIl.IldHvbblt'Cat1OOfl',.WIklll"~_..byGarylat$Ol'l!A""'t"f\1IMt;/,IIl!,'tI.
S5~ll:ll8slCol\octlonolF.,Sod!tu·"",,,,,
4. Tht Uumm"byAMlI A..:. lBAblllonct. "1951
R.", .... ...., CIcoopI;trI ctl<'nl> It> Ill_ '" E,,*"d-.~ EnQland
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Photo by stove Wolsh
John Elliott's Tennessee WilllamsrA Bird In Flight can be
seen Oct. 11-141n Stage II of the Morrison CenterJickets
. are $5 for BSUstudents with activity card, $7 for BSU
faculty, staff, seniors and students, $9 general admission.
person that actually wrote Streetcar
Named Desire or Glass Menagerie or
Slapstick Tragedy, one of those, Also,
with the connection with drug and
alcohol abuse, he became very interest-
ing to me, because the man was ali
alcoholic and he was... He drank
alcoholically, let me put it that way,"
Elliott said:
But a one-person play about the
Pulitzier Prize winning author of such
classics as Cat on a Hot Tin Roofwas
not Elliott's first choice. "I looked back
over the time and realized that, argua-
-bly, there are three great American '
playwrights: Eugene O'Neil, Arthur.
Miller, and Tennessee Williams.
.' There's been enough written about
(Eugene O'Neil and Arthur Miller) and
Miller is still alive so it's very difficult
to do anything at all with him. So I had
Tennessee Williams." .
see "Elliott," page 10
I
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They don't call it
the silver screen
for nothing!
by Holly M. Anderson
The University News
This is the taleof our castaways
who are here for a long, long time".
Whoops! Sorry, wrong story. 1guess it's
just me whose been here for a long time.
Anyway, 1do want to tell all of you on the
four year plan a little tale. This is story
about how to save some bucks and have
some fun. And all it requires is an activity
card.
Relax, I'm not suggesting a trip to the
library. Although, for professional stu-
dents such as myself, it would be a swell
idea. But, if you happen to be on campus
on a Friday, Sunday or Monday evening
around 8 p.m. and you just happen to have
an activity card in your Velcro wallet or
acid washed fanny pack, you can catch a
flick for free.
_ The Student Programs Board films
committee, headed by Johanna DeJong,
sponsors a whole slew of cult, com tern-
pory and classic films. .
"We are trying to appeal to all walks of
life on the BSU campus," according to
films chair DeJong. "There is something
for everyone.", - -
For a complete schedule of all the
SPB fall films, call SPB at 385-3655 or
Student Activities at 385-1223 and one
will be sent to you.
Most SPB films are shown in the
Special Events Center aka the SPEC ....
the building with the slanted roof west of
the Student Union.
.Iwill admit I'm quite biased toward
.SPB and their mission. 'I used to work for
SPB. But, 1am also a student who knows
what is like to live on the cheap and the
SPB movie is a great entertainment bar-
gain. Besides films like Casablanca were
produced to be seen on a big screen.
Iam also the first to admit the quality
of the screening.is not, weIl, always very
professional. TIle films committee and-
the Student Union are working on trying
to- get 'higher quality projection equip-
ment and _to train the staff to run a more
upscale program.
"We have made improvements. We _
already have new lenses. We should be
getting a new sound boatd soon," said
Student Union Assistant Director Brian
Bergquist.
And true, the SPEC, is often a little
chilly so bring a sweater (and a blanket,
and a down coat). The point is it's free.
The films committee, composed of vol-
unteers, is trying really hard and they need
your support, and the movies are great,
and its free .•
The, Student Programs Board, the en-
tertainment ann of the 'Associated. Stu-
dents of ASBSU, (student government
for those of you who hate acronyms) is
composed of seven student committees
, planning invocative and, mostly impor-
tantly inexpensive, fun for students.
So,just sit right back and I'll tell a
- .fa/e,a, tale of a fateful. . '-.Oops.' Sorry
again. Getup and go enjoy anSPBmovie .
.' q_. ",. '_.:." ~'._, .,. ~,,--;.: .. ~ .'_, r-: ':"0-, •••• _ .... ,'~' •• ~ ,I,"
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AIDS Awareness Week video
presentation AIDS: Changing the
Rules, noon - 1 p.m., Student Union
Boisean Lounge.
<> :JL1L c:::I. c::IL-y-:
AIDS Awareness Week -
Information booths with current
facts and brochures in the Student
Union and Education Building. The
Names Project Quilt will be on.
display at the Student Union Second
Floor Balcony.
Sexual Assault Awareiless Week
ASBSU Senate meeting, 4 p.m.,
Student Union Senate Chambers.
Volleyball, BSU YS. Montana, 7:30ocr 1L p.m., Human Performance Center.
Blood Drive, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m., Student
Union Big Four Room.
SPB film, Das Boot, 8 p.m., SPEC. All
t,e SPB-sponsored fiIms are free 10BSU
students with activity cards, $1 for BSU
faculty and staff and high school students and
$2.50 for the general public.
AIDS Awareness Week video
presentation Why Should I Care, noon -
1 p.m., Student Union Boisean Lounge.
Comedian Bud Anderson, sponsored by
the Student Programs Board noon buffoons
committee, noon, Student Union Boisean
Lounge, free. Anderson has been called "a
real crowd pleaser who knows just how to
make a crowd love him, especially his
songs."OCfB
New Faculty Lecture Series, featuring
Stephanie Witt of the political science
department, 3 p.m., Student Union.
Vol1eyball, BSU YS. Montana State, 7:30
p.m., Human Performance Center.Student Programs Board presentations this week include
'Das Boot,.a classic foreign film about the hardships
. German U-Boat sailors experienced during World War II.. SPB liIm, Dangerous Liaisons, 8 p.m.,
Student Union Ada Lounge.
"l/L.:lL ~ ~ d..c:1L~
Aids Awareness Week video
''''presentation Remember My Name, noon
to 2 p.m., Student Union Boisean Lounge.
Muzzie Braun and the Braun
Brothers in 'concert, 7:30 p.m., Mardi
Gras Ballroom. Abenefit for the Idaho
Hunger Action Council. Tickets are $10
from The Flicks, the Record Exchange.
ASBSU Senate caucus, 4 p.m.,
Student Union Senate Chambers. 24-7 Spyz with Nirvana and
Methods of Dance in concert, 8:30
p.m., The Zoo at 12th and Front, $10
advance from allRecord Exchanges.
ocrw
. i. is
Comedian and sa\lr I
Anderson willpetforl
Student Union B/)ise:
Lounge Oct. 13 *t n
Advertising Club
Marieting, Ad Design, Art & Communication
Majors or anyone interested in advertising· is
encouraged t9 join. Meetings are every Monday,
at 6 p.m. Location to be announced.
For more infonnation call Nelda at 344-1168.
College· Democrats
First meeting Thursgay, Oct. 12 at 2:30 p.m. in
.the Student Union. Room to be announced.
Come and get involved ..
NontradiUonal Support Group
Topic: Time Management presented by Tim
F'urness of the Counseling Center. Oct. 12 at
7 pm, in the Student Union Caribou room.
Campus Crusade for Christ
Meetings are Friday nights at 7:30 p.m. in
Business building room 102. This week's topic
-Relationships.
Chi Alpha Pentacostal Movement of BSU.
Meeting Oct. 12 at 8 pm.ln the Student Union
Nez Perce room, Rev. Sam Perez of Northview
Assembly will be,speaking.
~ ~ :B:'1L.~ ~ d..Gal."y"
AIDS Awareness Week lecture AIDS'
Is Change with Dr. Russ Centanni, 3:3'0
p.m., Student Union Boisean Lounge.
Sponsored by the StudentPrograms Board.
Le Bouchon de Crystal, French .
videotape sponsored by Cineclub Francais,
6:30 p.m., Education Bldg., room 332, free.
ocrn Tennessee Williams: A Bird inFlight, a one-man production starring JohnElliott, 8 p.m., Morrison Center Stage II.
Show runs through OcL 14. Tickets are $5
for BSU students, $7 for BStJ faculty and
staff and also seniors and students, $9
general admission from all Select-a-Seat
outlets .. . Above, the cover of Sub Pop recording artists
Nirvana's latest release, Nirvana and Boise's .
Methods of Dance will appear in concert with
featured artists 24-7 Sp,yz on Oct. 13 at the Zoo.
University News reviewer David Lentz previews
this upcoming concert, .and The Hickoids.concert
scheduled ror Oct. 15, on page 11 of this !ssue.
Politl~IScI
MeetingTue
Caribou Roo
more infonn,
between 1:31
Gay and Le!
Meeting- Fric
Student Unic
(,tl.crossUniv
Union) Topk
constitution',
meetings. Ql
Brian'at 336-
Phi AlphaTl
Meets 2nd &
NextMeetill£
History Dept.
ASBSU reCOj
maypubllih
scheduledm
this space. (
office betw91
outa m8GlInl
ocr If
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Idaho Dance Theatre presents
Taking Flight, a program featuring a
variety of music and dance styles, 2 p.m. and
8 p.m., Special Events Center. Tickets are
$9, $7 and $5 from all Select-a-Seat outlets.
Football, BSU vs. Northern Arizona, 6
p.m., Stadium.
Rock Candy In concert, a dance to
benefit the BSU student organization
Scabbard and Blade, 8:30 p.m., Mardi Gras
Ballroom. Tickets are $4. The mixer is
open to all 18 and older. Beer and wine will
be served to those with valid identification.
Alfred and Marla Hansen, lert,
or the Idaho Dance Theatre, will'
appear on the Special Events ,
center Stage Oct. 14 to perform
several dlrrerent numbers.
Band and Choir Fall concert, featuring
the Chamber Winds, Concert Band, Clarinet
Ensemble, Meistersingers and University •
Singers, 7:30 p.m. Morrison Center.
Tickets are free to BSU students, faculty and
staff, $2 seniors and students, $4 general
admission.
OCTIJ
The Hlckolds with Los Gringos and
the Dirt Fisherman In concert, 8:30
p.m., The Zoo at 12th and Front-Tickets arc
$5 in advance from all Record Exchanges.
SPB film, 28 Up, 8 p.m .• SPEC. '
Irlst Bud
form In the
ilsean
t noon.
I Science ASsociation
Tuesday,October 17 ai 2 p.m. in the
Room of the Stud(lnt Union. For
ormation call Kim at 385·1458
11:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.
j LesblanAlHance (GALA)
. Friday, October 13 al7 p.m.,
Union Annex. 1005 Michigan Ave.
University Drive from the Student
Topic this week·Review of our .
~on'and suggestions, ideas for future
s. Questions? Call Ann 345·7495 or
336·5160. '
~aTheta·History Club ' .
nd & 4th Thursdays of every month.
eling is Oct. 12 at 2:30 p.m. in the
)epl. conference room.
recognIZed clUbs and organIzations
lUsh Ihe dale, lime and place of their
ed lMelJng for the upcomIng week In
ceo Come to The UniversIty News
Itw88ll12 n00n-4 pm Mon.-Fri. and fill
lallngs form.
Landscapes In Black and White and
Centennial' Ceramics Exhibit,
Gallery of Art, Liberal Arts Building.
Features.silveiprlnr photos by James R.
. Burkhard and clay work by Carol Canter,
Larry Clark, Anita deCastro, Matt Geddis,
Tony Martin, LaVar Steele. John Takahara
and Ron Taylor. Exhibit continues through
Oct 20. Gallery hours are 9 a.m, - 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and 1 - 5 p.m,
SaUJrdayand Sunday,
Poetry Reading, Charles Potts, 8 p.m .•
Nuts Comedy Club, 620 W. Idaho. $2
donation requested.
SPB Film, The Wizard of Oz, 8 p.m.,
SPEC.
ocrl~
Silverprlnts, like the one above, by photographer
James R. Burkhard are' reatured In the Gallery or Art,
located in the Liberal Arts Building, through Oct. 20.
Clay works .by several artists are also on display.
The Student Union is hosting jhe Wade Waters
exhibit, featurlng acrylci and oil paintings, and the
photographs ,or Janis Gail Goodhelm thr~ugh Nov. 3.
Wade' Waters art eXhibit. acrylic and oil
paintings, Second Floor Gallery of the
Student Union. Exhibit eontinues,through
Nov. 3.
Phenomeriological .Artiracts, the
photographic artistrv ofJanis Gail
Goodheim, Student Union Boiscan Lounge.
Exhibit continues tlLrQugh Nov. 3.' ,
••• :.;...--_ ....... --~..:. •• ~._~.-';".,_.-: ... --_":_-----:-~~-' _.~-.- •• , ... '- ...... ~-."" ••••• ' ....... .0-' ...... .., ...... "" ... ~ ".R~'.~.~,~_.~. ~,,_.
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Rain, is an extremely effective, finesse and grace usually reserved
atmosphericaccount of the clash for historical dramas, andyet the
between cultures and its inevitable action sequences explode with the
fallout. . '. power of a train wreck. All the
Michael Douglas plays Nick, usual violence of a cop story is
a tougher-than-thouNew York here, of course, but it has been
City cop who's under invcstiga- toned down dramatically com-
tion for, among other things, theft. pared to previous Scott fare. It ,r
His troubles really start, though, remains, however, quite effective.. ';
once he hits the Orient and hands Douglas' Nick is realistically
over a Japanese-style Mafia boss annoying and that may put off
to a group of men impersonating some viewers initially, but
police. learning to understand this
From what Iunderstand, character is one of the joys of the
Black Rain includes footage of film. Kate Capshaw, Andy
certain parts of the city ot' Osaka Garcia and the Japanese-good
that have never been seen by and bad-are excellent. ,
anyone outside of the country. All in all, this is one of the
It's incredible. This footage few'times that ScottTsoverwhelm-
appears as much of a special ing visual style has found a
effect as some of the man-made balance with a film's screenplay,
the American Television Mu- "Unless original works start sets that have appeared in other acting and theme. And he's given
scum, newspaper and magazine getting aired, all we have is re- Scott films. . it to us in the widest Panavision
It may have been a blessing articles that have been written hash of other area's experiences. This Japan is another world; available with a vista no TV
overall. "I've absolutely adored about him, interviews certainly. There are a great many good - the cultures are so vastly dissimi- screen could match. It's an
his work-from Streetcar on But, in fact, what the public will playwrights in the area that need lar. And Black Rain, withits exciting experience not to be
through-even his later works see is the seventh draft of the exposure and most of the theatres jarring exterior shots of the missed.
- whichare almost impossible to show." won't touch them because they're nocturnal cityscape and sublimely Playing at the Egyptian.
understand. His later plays are "Much of the play is not unproved". claustrophobic, gloomy interiors, downtown and at the Excellence
more of, as he would put it, aerie pretty." Elliott points out. Elliott said he was inspired by is the perfect vehicle for revealing Theatres at Overland and Five
d'cour or "heart cry" from the "Because ot the condiuon he was a local success: "What really these differences. Mile.
degeneration of his own life. And in physically, mentally. spiritu- inspired ine was Phil Atlakson (a The technology of Japan. and 1""'7=======......==7'1
1~t~!~:~~i§1::h~,~i ~~~~J~~~~~'i~ t~f I ~~ m{ I 1~~~;~;re:l!i
the ;~~ ~~o~td~';g~~:rjo~~iting ::~~~ite~~~~ha~~n~~ ~I~~ up in a g~~~::~:e~fJ;~~~~~f~'~Bird in ~~~a~~~~~~~~S~~~yt~~fi~e~iqUeijust~~I~i~~~~Il"ide6,
~~~~~~il~~ed~~3~:d~~c~lr~~~arch~tJf:~:e ~~~~~~~~~ •.a nervous ~~tl~~~~o~f~o~~;~~~~:!l ~~e stYlc~ick is more than a stranger ·.•·J.'O~llls~t~~Pllnson,~~II~
available material. "The very first Elliott's concerns about the performances are at 8 p.rn. andSosSdlinitSe*nV()u!1g~lln~>
ri t I tt tl bo t 90 show, however, are few. He's l' k t $9 I d " in a strange land. His concept of Idallo'S6wnWiIliam'PetersOn
~~r~ent~~o~~em~~~:f~u~ of hoping that people will give it a $~f~: ~eu s~~f~~~~uftY~~~~i~~~ honor, his values, even his 10YaltY~r~at~itti~~¥a~~W~f#l)/
biographies, his autobiography, chance and not tum away from it and students, and $5 for BSU and sense of place is questioned'ensernbl~p!~~eabotiftidelity,
r-researchth t I did in NewYork at just because it's a new play; students with activity card, ~~~~~~E~~~~i!~~;at not .~ eui ~,~~6jf~;~~'i~tfsA FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING PLUS -RAISE only cling to the memory but alsoy~n~buxel';~~itish~olum~ia.UP TO $1,700.ooIN ONLY TEN DAYS!!! ehallengeourconceptionofwhat9?Ydnridges~ltHariousris
! Student groups, fraternities and sororities needed for marketing project on campus. has made us'what we are today.tli~inc:?~ri~ibl~gral1dd~~;/
L::::.:F=o~r:d:e=ta:il:s:p:lu:s:a:F:R=E:E:G=IF:l:':'gr=o:U:P:O:ffi:tc:e:r:sca:I:I':1:-8~0_0~-9_5:0~-~84~7~2j'lieiiiixiit.~1~0~••• IIBIIIIllaCllkIlR.'allinllllmllollvllesllwllillthlla_
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Forecast sunny for Ridley Scott's Black Rain
The Associated Students of.
BSU are selecting students to
be on the following committees:
Academic Standards
ScholarshiplFinancial Aids
Curriculum
Honors
Library
Bookstore Advisory Board
Matriculation'
and various other committees
If you are interested,please pick-up an
application at the ASBSUOffice
or call 385-1440. .
Come play in a FREE Friendly
TOURNAMENT for all-abilities
by Cliff Hall
The University News
Steam escapessilently into
. the streets; giant fans slice the
light into delicate strobes, every
room seems filled with a tangible
smoke. These images are familiar
to film fans'of Ridley Scott, the
director of such mood pieces as
Alien, Blade Runner, Legend and
Someone to Watch Over Me.
Those of you who yearn for
your visuals thick and ominously
resplendent will be pleased to
know that he's back-and with a
vengeance! His newest look
. through a glass darkly, Black
The University of
Utah College of law
One of the leading
state-supported
law schools in the
nation, will be
interviewing
prospective students
on Friday, October 27,
9:00 am. - Noon.
Junior and senior .
level students inter-
ested in learning more
about Utah's law
school should contact
Career Planning and
Placement, (A 123)
385-1747 to schedule
an interview.
Michael Douglas and Kale Capshaw co-star
In Ridley Scott's Black Rain.
Elliott---------.-------------
continued/rom page 7 -
i~
~ Boise Optometric Care
$ Cash prizes every Tuesday Night
(for University 'students only.)..'--------=----_...:...,:....:.1
, BSU Bridge Club meets every Tuesday in the Stude'nt Union
Lesson: 7:00pm Play: 7:30pm FREE
Dr, StevenG, Snapp
300 Mallard Suite 110
Boise. ID 83706
In Parkcenter
Ask about your BSU
Student Discount
or bring in your activity
card & receive a
discount
Ever.y Tuesday
Big Four Room
Student Union,
. second floor'
Call Shannon 336-8946
·o.rBruce at 378-1225.
• ' .- - - •• " ~ ••• - •• ~ - ",,- \p ,~",;, •• ", ••• ~" '- - - - '. ,,.. - - - ' ••
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Music serves as force for global understanding
. ~. ' Byrne is now playing with an '
by Cory Wees ' eighteen piece Brazilian band.
The Umverslty News For all of this borrowing of styles,
-- these western hemisphere
From Bombay, India to the musicians are beginning to see
, Ivory Coast, from the Islam some pronounced reciprocation.
~' nations to EI Salvador, there is a A steady flux of new records
r new force emerging of global receiving national attention, are
'; awareness; the world as a whole, combining ethnic traditions,
~. or more likely, the world as a played by the indigenous musi-
';; capsizing boat. At the leading cians with the urgent immediacy
~ edge of this new awareness is the of pop music chemistry. Falling,
instinctual need for '
~ft ground level ..
~, communication,
andabreakfrom
:~' the ideologically
based confines of
our ethno-cen-
tricity: Fortu-
nately, it doesn't
require years of
trained specializa-
tion for one to
participate. - It's
been sneaking up
on you on your
radio station.
African rhythms
and East Indian
sitars have played
prominent roles in
pop music's finest
moments, wi(ffwi impulse of late
towards a purer strain of ethnic
sound. Peter Gabriel records with
a Nigerian prince, Youssou
N'Dour, Sting tours the world
with a South American tribal
,chief, and Talking Heads" David
Here then, is a brief sampling of
the increasing harvest.
The result is an accessible ethnic
sound with strong pop sensibili-
ties that w.o.uldset commercial
radio on its head if given half the
opportunity. Buy this even if you
have to go hungry.
Nusret Fateh Ali Khan
Qawwali and party Vol. 2
(W.O.M.A.D.)
Qawwali is the devotional
music of the Mid-Eastern Sufis,
and Nusret Fateh Ali Khan is one
of its most masterful voices. The
music here is a modified form of
the ancestral traditional that goes
back six centuries in Nusret Fateh
Ali Khan's family, but Khan still
works up a frenzy that would vent
the average vocalist's spleen. The
tunes here, accompanied by
strings and melodium, are so vivid
and potent you may be hailing
Mecca before the end of side one.
Various Artists
Ra! Rebels (Virgin/Earthworks)
This is the hip-hop amplifica-
tion of age-old Algerian Bedoin
shepherd singing; the rebel music
of the young punks of Oran. Rai
music is currently ripping up the
dance floors at the hippest
London nightspots, uniquely
marked for its near-mournful (to
our ears) Mediterranean wailing
set to the latest tech-dance track
fervency. Lyrical reference to
trappings of sex, drugs, and
Mazda turbos won't make sense
to many Americans unless they
have a translation. On a whole,
this record has an almost docu-
mentary tone, but a study of any
individual song will bring a new
perspectives into "good time rock
n'roll."
Mahiathini and the Mahotella
Queens
Paris·Soweto (Celluloid Records)
After twenty years of playing
Zulu township music, this Soweto
group really hits solid with a
formidable mbaganga jive. This,
their most recent release. easily
ranks among the best music
coming from
South Africa,
and as anyone
who saw their
live show in
Boise last
summer can
tell you, they
play some of
the most
jubilant,
defiantly
rapturous
music that's
ever been
heard.
The songs
on this record
offer a
dynamically
, thumping
rhythm.replete with loping
basslines and riffing guitar rapture
and combine the ebullient sweet
harmonies of the Mahotella
Queens, and the low "groaning"
voice of the Lion of Soweto,
Mahlathini.
'~------------.
Yolocamba ITa'
Music of El Salvador (Flying
-Fish)
Yes, there is more to Central
America than war, despite what
the media would lead you to
believe. A listen to this record
will reveal a culture of the real
people behind the nightly news
.snippcts of terrorist information.
This is marimbas meets theMoog ,
synthesizer, a hybrid of grass
roots.and machine-age; a sort of
techno-peasantry. Allkinds of
new sounds leap off this disc"
pumping new life into tradition.
The result is an ear pleasing
amalgamation.
Philip Tabane and Molombo
unh! (Elektra/Nonesuch Explorer
Series)
Another group from South
Africa, but this record is so unlike
anything I've heard before that
it's nearly impossible to describe.
Just a big hollow body Gibson
guitar, some "witch doctor"
Molombo drums, and the occa-
sional flute or saxophone. Allthis
and an equal degree of empty
space. Tabane calls out the spirits
of his savanna homeland in a
stream of fits, snarls and lone-
some moans, while accentuating
the seance with his unique guitar
innovations. His original style
has brought him far-reaching
acclaim and he 'Once did some
sessions, years back, with Miles
Davis. This is the only one of his
many records that is easily avail-
able, but what I've heard from his
previous catalogue is SO good, I
want to get his address just to
write and thank him. .
"conveniently under the catch-all
tag of "World Beat," a forum is
wide open for ethnic music to lead
us in the way we communicate.
And a sympathetic ear for culture
leads to greater understanding of
our world situation.
New York quartet to blast Boise with
some punk, funk, rap and sko
Cory Wees hosts Global
Rhythms, a program
featuring the latest beats
from around the globe, on
KBSU 90.3 radio Sat.
nights from 10' p.m. to 2
a.m ,
Claus. A significant percentage of
the record-buying public is turned
on by this moody gray area of
punk, metal, rock, and poetry.
And it's not because of videos,
merchandising; tradition, or any
, aspect of society. Find out why
this Friday night, Oct. 13 at 8:30
p.m. at the Zoo. Produced by
Adventureworld, this show also
features local faves Methods of
Dance. Tickets are available in
advance at the Record Exchange
for $10. '
At the other end of the
spectrum from Nirvana's self-
serious, heavy sound. is a Texas
foursome called the Hickoids.
Who better to satirize the typical
southern sound than four beer-
fueled guys from Austin?
The music is well-done, but
the style is insane. These clowns
take the soundtrack to every bad
western, anything likely to be ,
heard at Gilley's. and a touch of
punk rock and put it together into
a bizarre, downright goofy style -.
"Take me down to Hickoid
Heaven/the folks are great, the
vittles is good!"
There arc a lot of things in
this world. and the Hickoids are
not like any of them. The
Hickoids, along with fellow
Texans Los Gringos and Boise's
Dirt Fishermen will play Oct. IS,
at the Zoo. Tickets are $5 in
advance at the Record Exchange.
It'll be kinda like going to the
circus.
talents and influences: they do a
~
~Y~D~a~V~e~L;e~n~tz~~~j~iJtraditional reggae classic, "SponjiThe University News Reggae" by Black Uhuru, and
offset it with a hyperactive
This Friday night, Oct. 13, version of Kool & the Gang's
24-7 Spyz, (say: "Twenty-four "Jungle Boogie."
Seven Spies") New York's hot A recording by 24-7 Spyz is
young quartet has plans to rock an eye opener. A performance by
our town. Blending some of the these guys could be a fully
most powerful contemporary enjoyable energy overload.
musical genres, 24-7 Spyz offers Also appearing this Friday
up a hard-driving sound consist- , night is Nirvana. One of many
ing of punk, funk, reggae, ska, bands to have recently sprung up
metal and rap, Since its inception amidst the'Seaule Grunge
in 1986, the band's public life has Scene," Nirvana's sound is
been limited to one demo and adefiniicly tense and fast-paced.
lotof big city gigging, winning a Their latest record, Bleach
big thumbs-up from New York (produced by Jack Endino on
crowds and magazines including SubPop). offers a lot or great
Rip, Village Noize, and Thrasher.' drums and guitars and some very
And in '89 things for the Spyz are well-screamed vocals. Everything
f. continuing on the same successful is moving constantly.und the
"!: path. After signing with In-Effect result is some very hard music.
records, they put out their first Nirvana is liable to give any
major release, Harder Than You. listener a few new ideas of what
Spyz currently have a video four guys with the usual instru-
showing regularly on MTV's 120· ments eari do., ,
Minutes and they've taken to ' Nirvana's music takes itself
touring in support of the album. ' very seriously and willlcave quite
. Comparing 24-7 Spyz to . an impression on anyone listen-
other bands isn't difficult; many ing. This is incredibly powerful
influences from many styles are . music; there simply is no way to
very apparent. The obvious links take it lightly. Musically, each
are to bands like Fishbone and the song is driven straight ahead, all
Red Hot Chili Peppers (Boise's the parts working together,
seen both of these bands play' everything emphasizing every-
killer shows here in the past few thing else. Nirvana is a great
years). But the Spyz are more example of what is going on these
than funky. Their lyrics are laced days. SubPop records is cranking
with the social tensions of racial out more product than Santa
and class struggles. They can play
classic reggae, or sometimes
blend it in with funky beats and
frantic guitars, creating a unique
and enjoyable sound. The two
songs they cover on Harder Than
You charaeterize their diverse
" ,.~
WANTED
PEOPLE TO MAKE BEAUTIFUL
MUSIC F()~ .A.SBSU
STUD,ENTPROGRAMS BO~RD.
needs program coordinatorsforthe following:
Films Co-Chairperson
Special E1ientsChairpers()n,
'13 fl.' . '," 1217 BROADWAY SUITE 102
g-SFLORALDESIGN BOISE 342-4455 ,
The applicants must have a minimum 2.25
GPA, and be a full time student. Applications
are available in the ASBSU office on the 2nd
floor of the Student Union.
Application deadline IS October 13,1989'
1 DOZEN ROSES
ARRANGED
ONLV26.50
with BSU Student Activity Card
'Vlnce's Barber Shop
$4 a' cut, many styles.
. 32yrs. Experience
Hr$:M-Sa.8~5, no apptnec.
, ~S19N.1~tnJ:lY~~~~·,,iSe
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Annie hid the thrift store leather belt behind a
box in her closet --turned off the light and shut the
door. She looked at hersmall living room. Phil
'wasn't spending the night tonight-he hadn'tcalled
and it was past 11:00. 'She would have to sleep
alone.
She turned on the lamp in her living room and
walked into the kitchen. In the dishdrainer was
her only knife. She picked it up and licked her '
finger. There was rust on it and she wiped it off
with her spit. She turned the kitchen light on and
walked out. When she reached her bedroom with
the knife in hand and put it on the low table at the
foot of her bed; she thought about turning the
radio on and listening to 70s music but resisted.
She didn't want to blur any sounds in the night.
She sat. She sat stifly at the foot of her bed.
The light from the kitchen and living room made
everything in her room look smoky; Without un-
dressing, she laid on top of the bedcovers and
after a few moments of staring at the wheel to her
bike, she quietly hid under the covers.~h~didn't,_,
waritto make any noise--people might know she
was home alone.
She wondered if she had hidden the belt well
enough. She thought about what it would feel
like against her neck-cool and smooth.
byiJa1J"y~i!wiiii/ .
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·focrulse. andcruisethese.·
streets tl1at loop the
city like (] noose ..
.These boys are riding
the tight rope. that
binds Us all to Iifej
delicatelY'fraying fate~
Whooping .:
and laughing .....
outthe windows; the.se
boys have loose blood
still In their veins. They .
are the word ·ETERNAL·
etched in flesh...So
they shoot like buUets. . ."
" ,aroundthe.streets,laughing.,
and passing, always.'
laughing and passingby. .... ..,. ..'
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Second 'GlanceFir$fGlance Third Glance
A memo to
The tenured politic--
Chisel-minded.socio-cycloptic ...
A man indark glasses,
Pounding his white cane
Like a gavel on the pavement. ...
The one true path evading judgment.
Ageless mental midgets following along,
Abandoning their foolish playthings,
And chasing the pipe-music of his swinging cane.
There ought to be a law, they say ~.
There ought to.be a law.
by Bill Burns
r r Sister Mary Michael has been
alive forever, Her soft, doughy
face, the only feature not envel-
oped by her habit, suggests divine
benevolence. Except for her eyes.
Magnified twice their size by
thick, convex lenses, they stare,
'snake-like and unblinking at their
young victim until he either
volunteers the correct answer or '
begins sobbing. The kids at St,
Matthew's Boys' School say she
sleeps with her eyes open. They
say that she has wheels instead of
feet, because of the way she 'floats
silently behind an offender
delivering up to thrcchumiliating
whacks on the back of his head
'before he even knows she's there.
Smiling pink lips, eyelids
shadowed the color of a fresh
bruise. Silver hair, tinged with
yellow, swirls up, up. Orange
pancake makeup gathers in
creases and folds around watery
eyes. Pall Malls, tipped with pink,
one after the other, ground Into
the ashtray by fingers tipped to
match. Another beer, another.
Emmie gropes for change. One
more pack of smokes, one more
trip to "Heartbreak Hotel."
He leans cross legged against
his tree, hollow eyes searching for
anythin,g shiny-s-ccins and
aluminum cans,espccially. His
tattered pants and sleeping bag arc
still damp from when he pissed in
them last night. and his hair and
beard arc joined forever by
tangles. He gathers the sleeping
bag around his palsied, bony:
frame, and after a breakfast of
Mad Dog and a couple of Lucky
Strikes, heads out to Greenlawn to
shoot the shit with Gus.
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VoTech. Department
~Culinary Arts offers garden of opportunities
by Dave Thomason
The University News
If you like to cook and want a
great chance to land ajob when you
graduate, then look into the Culi-
nary Arts program in the VoTech
~, department, There is a 100 percent
! placement of graduates in the pro-
l gram and the job openings are all
~ over the world.
~. "You name it," head chef and
~. Program Director Ed Slough said.
~ "In fact, our occupation is so limit-
~.~less, (there are) 65,000 openings for
new chef jobs next year alone."
~ The demand for graduates from
~ the program is so great-that Slough
~ is only able to fill around 5 percent
:~.~ of the requests that pour into his
:J office. Many of the students go on
ii; to work for hotels and cruise ships
" all over the world.
!' "Anywhere from the Caribbean
i'. to Asia to any place in the world.
'I. There is just such a shortage,"
;, Slough said.
" The starting pay for graduates
:~,who work in the Boisearen is $4.50~~
.f, to $5 an hour. According to Slough,
~ta chef working for a resort or on a
cruise ship can make up to $15 an
hour depending on experience.
The two-year program in the
Culinary Arts covers all areas of the
restaurant business including man-
agement and purchasing. Several
SEXUALASSAULTAWARENESS WEEK
Monday, oCt.? '.','.
9:30 a,.m. to 12 p.in:. Nez Perce Room. SUB.Juvenile SexOffend-
ers; Julie Holt>. '. , ..•.
. 1:30 p.m; t() 3p.rn .. Nez Perce Room. SUB;Victims of Child Sexual
Aouse, Steve Dexter; Maggie Overstreet
··.·.7 run; to 9 p.rn.•Nez Perce Room. SU~.How to Help Recovering
.'VIctims. Deb Krum. Veronlque Jenkins. Jennifer Hersey
TuesdC1y,Oct. 10 .... ..' _
JO:30 a:m.to12 p.m., Nez' Perce Room. SUB.Co-Dependency
•.anci Dysfut1<:;tIo()Q1BehaViors,Ar1ene, Whitten .
lp.m; t03 p.m.• Nez Perce Room. SUB. Law E0forcement's
'. Response to Child Sexual Abuse. Detective Rita Rowe. Ada
County. Sher1ff's Department
7 p.m. to 9:30 p.rn., Blg~FourRoom. SUB. Mock Trial. sexual
Assault, Ed Stockly. prosecutor; Rob Chastain. p.d.: Judy Ball.
Judge.
Wednesday,()ct.ll. .
"In fact their whole grade, from lab ".10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m .. Bolseon Lounge. SUB.Panel of VIctims of
Sexual Assault; Chemlcar Dependency. Arlene Whitten
and classical arts is dependent on1:30p.m. to 3 p.m., Ubrary. Room 207 • Film:Abortion: Women
the one dinner alone." He said the Aghtlng (oOhelr Uves.Bobbl Riggs-Whipkey
students get to invite who they want 7 p.m, t09 p.m.,Teton Room. SUB.Ada County V/ctlm/Wlfness
as their guests, . Program. Laurie Gillis. Michelle Macaw
Slough began his cooking ca-
reerin Germany and has worked in Thursday,Oct. 12
country clubs and resorts on both 10:30 a.m. to12 p.rn., Ubrary. Room 207. Womens' CrisesCenter
U.S. coasts. He has also cooked in Speaker'
China. Slough said he got started in . .J :~Q,p,m·Jl:t~, p·rn" Big F()urJ~<:><:>r:r\,.S.lJB.,Fllmp[Qq!1.cgqpya
cooking because "I like to eat." panel of Parents United Recovering Victims. Mardell Nelson
He said one of his aspirations 7 p.m. to 9 p.m .. Big Four Room. SUB.Panel of Parents United
Recovering VictIms and Non-Offending Parents. Mardell Nelsonwas to teach. While he was in China
he heard that the BSU position was
opening after the acting director
retired. H!(jumped at the opportu-
nity to come back to Idaho.
"I liked the slow pace. I liked
the laid back lifestyle," he said. "It
took about a year and a half to get
past the guilt complex of having
weekends off. ButI've made it."
"'Chef Ed
Slough and
unidentified
student work
up o master
creation.
styles of cooking, including classi-
cal and international, are taught.
"It's pretty extensive," Slough
said,
A student can also earn .an
Associate Degree of Applied Sci-
ence or a Graduate certificate in a
one-year program that covers the
basics of the restaurant business.
On Oct. 21.the fourth semcster
students will present a 13-cour.se
classical dinner, complete with
French menus and eight select
wineS. The choice of wines and the
design ofthe menus are made by the
studenlS- skills they learned in
menu and wine classes.
It takes seven to eight weeks to
prepare for this one dinner and it is
not just for fun.
"All the sauces, all the courses,
they're all graded," Slough said.
Friday, Oct. 13
10:3.0a.m. to 12p.m., NezPerce Room.SUB. Treatment of SexOf-
fenders and 1helr Families. Sally Morrlsroe. SANE Program
1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m., Big Four Room. SUB. Self-Defense. Harley
McQJery
7:30 p.m. to 9:30p.m., Nez Perce Room. SUB.Ritual sex Abuse.
Satanic Cults. Bob Mack. Boise Police Department. victims
Veronlque Jenkins and Audrey
LIVE IN CONCERTFRIDAY OcT.l~TH AT THE ZOO
ADVENTUREWORLD PRESENTS
•
With
SUBPOP
Recording
Artist
NIRVANA'.-
DOORS
OPEN AT
·8:30 P.M.
~
~~~~~l)
••
Plus
Boise's
Own
··M.O.D.·
•
TICKETS
$10.00 IN
ADVANCE
SPECIAL SALE PRICE ON THE LATEST FROM 24·7·SPYZ
LP OR CASSETTE $6.99 CD $8.99
ON SALE OCTOBER UTH TIIRU OCTOBER' 15TH ONIY
11CKETsAVAlLABLE AT ALL 3 RECORD EXCHANGE LOCATIONS
1:L05W.IDAHOST. 1225BROADWAY 8239FRANKLIN
" 344·8010 336-4122 322·8004 .,t1
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Professor
and student
shcreo
passion for
mountain
bike thrills
Pfeiffer and Landis
by Marjie Geier
The University News
It's amazing what some
people will do for fun. Take
,Boise Slate professor Ron Pfeif-
fer and student Dave Landis for
example. Their idea of fun is
climbing up steep hills on a bi-
cycle and riding back down as
fast as they can. It makes you
wonder what they do to relax
This passion for mountain
,bike riding enabled both of them
to compete in the World Moun-
tain Bike Championships held
this past September at Mammoth
Lakes, Calif. Pfeiffer and Landis
said they spent four days testing
their biking skills in the thin air at
altitude 9,000 feet with more than
1,000 other riders who partici-
pated in five championship
events.
Pfeiffer, who holds a doc-
torate in physical education and
is the director of both the athletic
training program and the human
anatomy lab, said he participated
in the hill climb and the cross-
country events. •
The hill climb went from
9.000 to 11,000 feet in only 4.2
miles.Pfeiffer placed tenth in the
veteran men's category compet-
ing against more than 45 other
riders. The cross county run
Mark Jones •
Dr. Ron Pfeiffer rides along the rocky terrain' of the Boise River. Pfeiffer placed
lOth In the hili climb event at the World Mountain Bike Championships last month.
consisted oflhrcc laps on an eight-
mile circuit, including both dirt
road and single-track trails.
Numerousclimbs were sprinkled
throughout the course to keep it
interesting and spread the riders
out. Pfeiffer took eighth place in
this race and noted, "The terrain
was not that difficult. The thing
that made the course difficult was
that it was at 9.000 feet."
Landis, ajunior majoring in
exercise physiology, placed 32nd
in the hill climb and 40th in the
cross country race. Racing in the
professional men' s category,
Landis and more than 70 other
pro riders raced for the top spots.
One of the most difficult as-
pccts of the race for Landis was
"thelevel of competitor," he said.
"It was like competing in any
other pro sport. Those guys arc
the best, and you're out there,
with them."
Athletes of the Week
Cbris ,Thomas; sophomore
from Kent, Wash., paced lhe
Bronco's offense in lheir 20-7
conference win our rival ISU.
Thomas rushed for 91 -yards
and caught' two Mike Virden
passes for 28 yards anda touch-
down.
Chris iJond; junior from
Sandy, Ore., led the Bronco
atlack against C of I and UNR
wilh 63 set assists, 19 digs and
4 blocks. Bond filled in at the
setter position in bolh Bronco
victories.
Both Pfeiffer and Landis cite
numerous reasons for participat-
ing in the sport of mountain bike
racing. Pfeiffer said he thinks it
lsimportanttohiscarcer. "As we -
get older it's so easy to let your-
self go and not slay in some kind
of shape. For myself, I need to be
a role model to the students of
these programs where they arc
. supposed to gooutand sell people
on fitness. Mountain bike riding
keeps me fit,"
Landis said he likes the per-
sonal challenge. "Most really
successful mountain bike racers
have 'to be good technically or
they crash on the downhills. I
like to see how far I can push my-
'self,"
Both of these riders stress
the fact that becoming an effi-
cientmountain bike rider takes
time. "Most people make the
assumption lhat it's really easy to
go downhill fast and it's not,"
said Landis. "You have to know
how to ride, know yourself and
your bike, or you arc going to
crash," Pfeiffer added.
It's hard to understand why
anyone would want to push them-
selves so hard in the name of-fun.
Pfeiffer just laughs "America, 1
think, has this attitude that what-
ever you do for fun shouldn't be
work."
Landis agrees: "It docs hurt
for a while, but the rewards of
fitness combined with terrific
scenery arc worth all of the pain."
Pfeiffer, who started moun-
tain biking three years ago and is
now 38 carries his motto for fun
with him on his keychain: "It's
never too late to have a happy
childhood."
Frcc'advice for anyone con-
sidering making fitness a fun part
of life.
First win this year
Golf team nabs top, honors
Freshman Craig Gronning was
the top Bronco finisher, placing third
with 215 strokes for 54 holes. Tom
Smith of lhe University of Oregon
, wontJletoumamentwith21Ostrokes
The Bronco golf team took top followed by Oregon Slate's Warren
honors in the Black Butte Ranch Vickcrs who shot a 214 for second
Collcgiate Invilational last week, place.
and golf coachBob Campbell cele- Commenting on Cmig's finish
brated his first tournament win in Coach Campbell said, "Cmig just
hisseeondyearofcoachingatBoise. held together and showed a lot of
Slate poise. He birdied three of tJle last
The Black, Butte Invitational five holes to solidify our win,"
was hosted by Portland State and . Other Broncos to attcnd lhe
attended by cight teams. The Bron- tournament were junior Larry Bull.
cos took first place with a team who placed 6lh with 218 stroked,
score of 882 followcdby lhe Uni- junior DavidPetcrson took 9th with
versity of Oregon in seeond place '224, junior Andy'Swenson shot a
wilh a score of 885. Third place 230 and freshman Donny Shepp
went to Oregon State with 893. finished with 237.
Campbell, plcased wit1J his The Broncos will compete in
team's victory said, "I'm just tick- the University ofidaho Invitational
led. This is our frrst win lhis year in Lewiston on Oct. 16-17. This is
and our Trrst win since I've been lhe last toumament on lhe Bronco's
here. We finished last in t1Jissame fall schedule and lhey won't com-
toumamentlastyear.I'mjustproud pete in tournament play again until
of lhe whole damn team," March.
by Marjie Geier
The University News
Opinion
The University News
Rippin' and Roarin'
U 6f'I Coach
Smith, waters
turf in Kibbie
Dome
by Rob Nesbit
The' University News
Well, here it is the eighth week
of school and things arc beginning
to get just a little bit crazy,
Midterms arc starting to pop
up, papers will be due soon and the
skiing season is just around the
comer. TIle national weather serv-
ice in Boise reported that Bogus got
its first snow of the season last
Monday. Sorry, it didn't amountto
much and has melted away already.
If you think mania has only ,
festered among students, read on.
Take a look at John L. Smith,
head-football-coach at thatother
facility in our state that dares call
itself a university and has a one
dimensional football team called
"The Deep Friesz."
In their nationally televised
game against the University of
Montana on ESPN, U of I's Friesz
conncctedon 28 passes for437 yards
and two touchdowns, a career yard-
age performance to date for him.
Last Wednesday morning I
called John L. to find out why he
hadn't nominated his star quarter-
back John L. Friesz for Big Sky
honors after his typical stellar per-
formance.
TIle call went something like
this:
"Hi Coach,"
"Hi. How's the weather in
Boise? It's great up here. 'I'm
watering the grass."
WitJI John L. Smith watering
grass in Moscow in October (the
Kibbie Dome where they play their
football games has artificial turf)
we wondered what the students were
doing so we called the associated
. students of the, place and got no
answer. The Iogical conclusion is
they're working for John L. Smith
cutting the grass, If Elisabeth Zin-
ser didn't command such a large
salary maybe John L. wouldn't have
to moonlight in lawn work in Octo-
ber. Huh?
Anyway, the reason Smith
didn't nominate Friesz for Big Sky
honors is that he wanted to give
attention to some of the other play-
ers on his team and in the league.
Smith' said, "It's not fair to, nomi-
nate him alllhe tilne. He gets more
than hi's fair sharc'of publicity."
I find it hard to believe lhat
anyone from "lhat olher facility" in
our state could uttcr any type of
expression lhat would even come
close to bordering on humility.
One man not caught up in the
mania is the Bronco's football
coach.
When I called Skip Hall to ask
him nbout Smith watering t1JeKib-
bie. Dome he didn't have much of a"
reaction. His only reaction was that
it was a "new o~e" on him.
. When Iasked him if it would
affectlhe Bronco's preparation for
, lhe game against''The Deep Friesz"
to be played at season's end in
Moscow, he wouldn't address lhe
issue. He said he hasn't t1Jought
,aboutt1Je . game yet and i,s busy
preparing .for this week's clash.
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:Women's volleyball:
killers on the road
by Corky Hansen
The Unlv~rsity News
--
After dropping an important
match against Idaho State last Sat-
urday, thins have returned to "nor-
mal" for the women Broncos, who
have upped' their overall record to
11-3 and 5-1 in conference play
with dominating road wins over Ne-
vada- Reno and the College ofIdaho.
. The Bronco ncttcrs won every
game they played in the two
matches, sweeping C of! 15-.6, 15-
9,15-9,anddefeatingNevada-Reno
15-8, 15-7 and 15-4. The two
matches combined lasted just over
two hours, about one-half the nor-
mal time it takes to playa best-of-
five.
The Broncos expected to win
both games rather easily .so limited
action was seen by the team's more
experienced players. Senior middle-
blocker Sandy Stewart led the team
with 11 kills and six blocks in'
Saturday's match against Nevada-
Reno, and had six kills in 13 at-
tempts in the previous match against
.C of I, Christine Johnson continued
her outstanding play at the middle-
blocker position against the Col-
lege of Idaho with 13 kills, three
service aces, and a hitting average
of.611. . .
Chris Bond, a junior from
Sandy, Ore., filled inbeautifully for
Allyssa Victor in last week's play.
Victor was given the opportunity to
heal a nagging hand injury. Bond,
in the two wins, compiled 63 set
assists, 19 digs and four block as-
sists,
The women Broncos will gear
up for two important, conference
matches this week. Montana Uni-·
versity comes to town on Thursday,
and MSU on Friday. The games
will be held in the old gym on BSU
campus.
Montana University is .cur-
rcntly in the midst of a lO-match
winning streak. TIley dominated
their two matches last week also,
with sweeps over Idaho State and
MSU, respectively. .
IlI1anBoeker/The Unlvelilly Newo
No. 20 Chris Thomas goes for yards against No. 27 Troy Shippen
Broncos do it again:Women's tennis team
aces Utah State
and Erying 6-4, 4-6, 6-2.
The Bronco's number two
singles player Kristen Costi, who
In their first match of the fall lost to Utah State's Richmire in
season, the Boise State women's singles play, paired with BSU's
tennis team has started on the road doubles specialist Govreau to de-
to improvement After finishing feat Utah State's number two team
fifth last Year in the Big Sky, the 6-2,4-6, 6-4.
Broncos began this season aceing Other Bronco victors were
their way pastUtah State in the first DicdreDumphy (6-4, 7-6), Sarah
round of the ISU Invitational. Win- Shin (6-4, 6-2), and Diana Rogers r------~®~~r1~---~----------.
ning 7-2, the team was led by num- (6-3, 6-2). BSU's doubles pair, (\ ~~ ~;cO~ 111 Broadway
ber one singles playerTeri Croson- Shin and Boas, won their match 6- "' __~'.'I~~/'__\\,Y,."'~' .' 111 the mall at the end of BroadwayHartshorn. . 0, 6-0. Vicki Boas, the team's ~ & on the corner of Warm Springs
Hartshorn, a senior at BSU, number five player, dropped her next to TCBY
defeatedUtah'sErying6-3,6-2and singles match 3-5, 3-6, 5-7. 385-9961
then teamed with Deidre Dumphy TIle Bronco's next match will
as the team's number one doubles be at Pocatello where they meet
duo to defeat Utah State's Richmirc conference rivals Idaho State.
by Rob Nesbit
The University News
Sports
Briefs
GARVEY'S EX-WIFE
OUT OF JAIL .
TIle former wife of major leaguer
Steve Garvey was released from'
jail Tuesday but still faces a 126-
day sentence and two years proba-
tion at a sentencing hearing in No-
vember. Cynthia Truhan was jailed
Monday for refusing to allow Gar-
vey to see the couple's daughters.
They divorced in 1981.
BROWNS' RUNNING
BACKJAILED
Cleveland Browns running back
Kevin Mack was sentenced to six
months in jail last Tuesday for drug
use in Cuyahoga County, Ohio.
Mack, who pleaded guilty to a
charge of drug use, also was charged
wnh cocaine trafficking. The traf-
ficking charge ·and. others .were
dropped.
HOCKEY DEFECTOR
GETSASYLUM
The Buffalo Sabres' leading pre-
season scorer Alexander Mogilny
was granted political asylum Tues-
day. The 20-year-old right winger
defected· from the Soviet National
team five months ago while playing
in the World Hockey Champion-
ships in Sweden.
by Demise Martinez
The University News
week, was held to a mere 19 yards
on 14 carries.
A big factor in the defense
success, according to Gough, was
taking away the big play and stop-
ping them cold on first downs.
The defensive leaders of the
game, Mark Criner.linebacker, and
Durelle Goodloe, defensive end,
both with eight tackles, replaced
Erik Helgeson, team leader in sacks
(9) and Kenny Kuehl, leader in
In a defense-dominated game
which defensive coordinator John
Gough called "business-like," and
head coach Skip Hall ealled "awe-
some," BSU held ISU scoreless for
58 minutes for a 20-7 win on Satur-
day night in Bronco Stadium
ISl}'s leading rusher, Rob Vern,
ranked third in Big Sky rushing last
USA TODAY SPORTS
HOT LINE
For 24"hour scores every day, call
the USA TODAY Sports Hot Line:
(900)850-14·14. For games in prog-
ress, the 2-minute report is updated
every 10minutes. You pay 60 cents
for the first minute and 45 cents for
each additional minute.' For calls
from outside theUnited States, dial
the access code for the United States
and then (900) 85Q-1414. You pay
the long-distance call cIiarges.
WELCOME BSU STUDENTSl
1/2Teriyaki Chicken wI
Rice & Green Salad
1/2 Pound Teriyaki wI
Rice & Green Salad
Only
3:~ach'
1/2 Pound Teriyaki Pork wI
Rice & Green Salad
Curried Chicken wI Rice & Green Salad
Extra beef or pork $1.00
• I
Open 1'1 a.m. ·8 p.m. Monday through Saturday
Juu Boise State UniversityInternational Programs/Studies AbroadDivision of Continuing Education
Engla'iJd France Germany .llilI! Swtin Mexico
Bath Avignon Cologne Siena San Sebastian Summer
London Pau . Turin Program
• Learn or perfect a foreign language • Receive full semester credit from BSU
• Emerse yourself in culture, history, business, • Use existing financial aid-scholarships available
sociology, anthropology, theatre, art, politics • Costs comparable to study at home
.Travel wit" BSU and makefriends all over the world!
Call today for free brochure. Registration deadline for January Programs- November 1
Phone 385-3652
Outside Boise area 1-800-632-6586 ext. 3652
. ~- ConUnulng Educa\lOCl:Servlce til Idaho
20-7
tackles (46). Both Helgeson and
Kuehl went out with injuries in the
first half. .
The Broncos are now 3-2 over-
all and 2-0 in conference, and next
go up againt the Lumberjacks of
Northern Arizona Oct. 14 at 6 p.m,
in Bronco Stadium. In anticipation
of Saturday's game, Hall said he is
comfortable with the first-team
defense and knows the "back up
players arc not that far off."
CHOICE OF
"fl CHAMPIONSI*~ cross' training.*Hig!l-styie color choices.
~50 Renials Thru Oct. 31
II""""..",,1.,
SPORY·S
EXCHANGE'
1033.Broodway, Boise
385-0440
\
""1
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"Thinking oUaking some time ofTfrom school?
We need MOTIIER'S HELPERS. Prescrccned
families to suit you. Live in exciting New York
City suburbs. Room, board and salary included,
1-800-222-X1RA.
Female roommate wanted to sublet a two-bed-
room apartment at least through May. Washer,
dryer, and covered parking. No children or pets.
$185 per month and 1/2 of the utilities. Call 384-
1936.
/. LookingJor enthusiastic BSU students/parents
to help with SPB Family Activities Committee. If
you don't have a lot of time but want to help- please .
contact Bev at SPB. 385,3655 .
. Help Wanted: Now accepting applications for a
Mascott 8-12 hrs per week at $4.00 an hour, AM,
PM cooks, Fl'or PT, $4.50 an hour, D.O.E. Apply
Mon-Fri, 8-10 a.m, or 2-4 p.m. Ask for John or
Rob.
Help wanted: Direct sales to local Boise business
accounts. Sales experience required. Flexible
hours-commission sales-start immediately. Call
454-1904 between 6:30 a.m.- 8:30 a.m.
"
Plasma Donors needed:. Help save a child's life
and cam extra money while studying. Students
who have never donated plasma at our center
receive $18.00 and students who haven't donated
within 30 days receive $13.00 following their
donations. You must present this ad, student ID
and another form of valid ID to collect. This ad
cannot be combined with any other coupon or flyer.
American Plasma, 1021 Broadway. Across from
Cobby's. Call 338-0613 Tues., Wed., Fri., Or Sat.
9-5 ...
Attention: Earn money reading books! $32,0001
year lncomepotential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885
Ext. Bk 5924. -.
. '
Happy 11th anniversary, Babe! And what a
babe you arcl I would tell you how much you mean
to me,but this is the classificds and too many
people will read this. What a hoot! JLY
'- .
We are salamanders in the mud-just like Sala-
manders should be'. I love you. Dub October 9 as
Classified Ad Day. pb pb pb pb pb pb pb pb pb pb
Max, what's all this stuff about sexist language?
. You should see TP strut her stuff around the office.
At 50, guess you're too old to strut yours. Signed,
Noley from Hell. .
Welcome to Boise; Brian!! Love, Gregg and the
g~g at theACJ. . .
Honey, I saw you at The C~b with.that blonde
. floozy. Come home to me NOW or I'll give your
clothes to my brother. BKT
Mom-Cat ••• sorry I was so creepy about getting
you the paper and writing you letters. I promise
;.. when this year is done, I'llbe much better about it!
REH '
Aloha Burnsides! Dead ahead? See you at the '
Art Center. Cobbs.
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